Weekends in Berlin are often overwhelming. Whether you’re agonizing over which clubs to hit and DJ sets to catch, or frantically planning your last-minute art tour during Berlin Gallery Weekend – which runs from April 29 to May 1 this year – the options feel endless. Strategizing can be exhausting and research can be tedious, but fear not. 032c is here to help (with the art, not the partying). We’ve assembled a list of shows that we are most looking forward to seeing in Berlin this weekend, so that you can close your 100 open search tabs in Safari. Our recommendations also include galleries and institutions that are not *official* participants in BGW this year. But if you’re in the mood to see some art, why not see the best?

**Peres Projects**

Two years ago, artist Shuang Li traveled from China to Berlin for her first opening at Peres Projects, “I Want to Sleep More but by Your Side.” Since then, she has not been able to return home to China due to Covid-19 restrictions. Her second show, “Nobody’s Home,” explores the ramifications of a two-year period of restlessness and dislocation in a series of videos, sculptures, and wall works.

Karl-Marx-Allee 82, 10243 Berlin
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